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We are currently preparing to have large groups of local Home churches and CheonBo home churches for 

the church innovation to bear wings. Now, we have CheonBo families in heavenly South America, mainly 

Brazil. We have started the goal of 43 substantial CheonBo Families, and we are planning to spur the 

restoration of the region through the heavenly Village Movement from next year. We will intensely start 

the CheonBo Home Church and materialize church innovation through the realization and expansion of 

open worship services. 

 

First, our Ahn Shi-il worship services are held online in each country, and the family gathers together. 

Each family starts with attending our Heavenly Parent and reading the Word. 

 

 
 

In 2021, we started the CheonBo School, which is held every two weeks. All South American CheonBo 

families attend, and the success stories of CheonBo families and the heavenly Tribal Messiah activity in 

the field are shared in detail so that all other families can inherit. Through this, heavenly South American 

CheonBo families are moving in the same direction with clear goals and roadmaps. 

 

Many family members use the main lectures shared through the Brazilian YouTube channel for 

evangelism. With the videos, they have succeeded in doing small workshops for up to 7days workshops. 

 

Divine Principle lectures, videos were produced in various ways; one includes daily training and a sample 

lecture that explains the principle in plain language. Many watch and discuss it with their spiritual 

children, showing an exemplary form of online worship. 

 

Through local channels, Heavenly South America live broadcasts and rebroadcasts of the Rallies of Hope 

and the Blessing Festival were actively conducted by sub-region 3. The Seven countries in Bolivia's three 

districts did not stop there. They worked with several broadcasters in a media union and the Washington 

Times and regularly introduced content on creating healthy families with the cooperation of TV channels. 

As a leading example of the online era, Sub region 1 and 2 are also working on live broadcasting and 

rebroadcasting events through local pages and Facebook of Peace ambassadors, focusing on UPF. 

 

YSP provides Hyojeong cultural content using Instagram, Facebook, and TikTok, mainly used by the 

younger generation. Each program has more and more followers, approaching 10,000 in total, with 

thousands and thousands of likes. We are trying to contact more people by providing various events 

centered on YSP through live online broadcasts. In addition, we are trying to lower the church threshold 

and connect more young people to the church by conducting offline youth open worship services. 

 

True Mother asked that Heavenly South America becomes a magnet for Heaven, and I will do my best to 

accomplish that by holding on to those worlds. Thank you! 

 

 

 


